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I. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR NONLINEAR EQUATIONS AND SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

In the classical way (by algebraic transformations) we can solve a nonlinear equation or system of equations very
rarely. E.g. all of the equations

and both of the systems of equations

are "hopeless cases" in the classical way, although they are very simple problems compared with practical problems.

In the numerical analysis sometimes the nonlinear equation  ( ) or the nonlinear

system of equations  (where ) is said to be solved if we can

give all of the solutions from a given one or -dimensional interval, and other times it is said to be solved if we can
give a solution a given interval.

We might need to solve nonlinear equations or systems of equations in the mentioned way:

in the case of other mathematical problems (e.g. for determining extremal points of functions; for solving differential
equations by finite difference or finite element methods);
 
for solving engineering problems (e.g. for avoiding iterative geometrical constructions during design).

The two methods discussed in this chapter have a common feature: they are so-called iterative methods, namely we
can come closer and closer to a solution by solving simple problems again and again. Therefore, a solution  of an
equation or solution vector  of a system of equations is given by the limit of a convergent sequence of numbers or
vectors.

It often happens that we can solve a nonlinear equation or system of equations only in two steps. For the first we have
to use a safe (but slow) method ("starting methods") to get a good enough initial approximation for a quick method
("finishing mehods") and then we can determine the solution with high accuracy in few iterations by the finishing
method.

2. NEWTON'S METHOD FOR EQUATIONS

Here we try to approximate a root  of the equation  in such a way that we use the tangential straight line

of at different points. Starting from  the left-hand figure shows a successful trial and the right-hand figure shows

an unsuccessful one:



So,  approximation of  can be obtained by Taylor's series of the function  using only the constant and

linear term of it. Hence  is the solution of the linear equation

.

If this equation has unique solution for , then

and  it is called the formula of Newton's method for the equation .

 

THEOREM

Let the function  be twice continuously differentiable on . Assume that there is a root

of the equation  on the interval  and   . Then

Newton's iteration converges (starting from , if  and from , if 

) to the unique solution on  and

where

,  .

  

 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Determine the root of the equation

by Newton's method and with error bound .

1. We can obtain a suitable interval (for which the conditions of our theorem are satisfied) in a graphical way
and (or) tabling. If we write our equation the form



and represent the function of the left and right sides (roughly), then we get a (rough) estimate of the root:

We can see the equation has unique root ( ) and it is on the interval (1/3, 2). Moreover, according to the table

x 1/3 2/3 1

ln3x 0 0.69 1.10

1/x 3 1.50 1

 is on the interval (2/3, 1), too.

2. Now let us examine the conditions concerning the convergence of the method.

a)   

b) Since  and  , so in a small neighbourhood of  the graph of  is

the following:

Hence   the right choice.

c) Since  and  is strictly monotone decreasing on ,

 Furthermore,  and it is strictly monotone increasing on  (because of ).

Therefore,  is strictly monotone decreasing and 

3. The computation of the iterations and the estimation of the errors:



,  

,  

,  .

As  is fulfilled,  can be considered a suitable approximation of the root. (If we used rougher

bounds for  and  then the value  would be larger and we might need more iterations to guarantee

the same accuracy.)

  

 

ANIMATION EXAMPLES

1. Consider the equation  over [0,1]. Use Newton’s method to find the root. Seven

iteration steps can be seen in the following animation.

 ANIMATION

2. Use Newton’s method to find the root of the equation . The following animation shows

how to work the method in the case of a double root.

 ANIMATION




3. Consider the equation  over [-1.5,1.5].

a) Though the condition  is not fulfilled on the given interval, we can see a succesful approximation.

 ANIMATION





b) The second animation shows an unsuccesful attempt at the above-mentioned equation. In this case the
convergence of the method cannot be guaranteeted.

 ANIMATION

3. PROBLEMS

Solutions are:      visible     invisible

1. Show that the interval  is suitable for equation  using Newton's method. How many iterations

are needed to get the root over accuracy ?
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2. Give the value of  for using Newton's method in the case of equation  over .

 

3. Show that the interval  is suitable for equation  using Newton's method. Determine value of 

.

 




 

4. Determine the first approximation of the root to the equation  over  and compute an error

bound for .

 

5. How is it possible to compute the value  by Newton's method? (Work with .)

a) Which nonlinear equation do we have to solve?

 

b) Starting from  compute two iterations.

 

4. METHOD OF TANGENTIAL PARABOLA

Here we use a suitable tangential parabola instead of tangential straight line in every step. Let the equation 

 and the interval   be given and let  . (The condition   is not "serious" because in the case

of   the positivness is fulfilled for the equation  .) At the point   if   is

differentiable at  , there exist uncountable tangential parabolas with two  -intercepts (at the further points 

  the situation is similar.)

Namely, each of the functions

satisfies the above-mentioned properties because of     . We would like to find a root on

 , so we always use the left-hand intersection. From the equation   ,

hence the formula of our method ( written    and   into the place of   and  , respectively):



The following theorem gives a simple condition for practical choice of the value  .

 

THEOREM

For the nonlinear equation   let   be twice continuously differentiable on  , let 

  and

Then with choosing   the method converges to the nearest root on   if there exists a

root on  , and   after a finite number of iterations if there is no root on  .

  

 

REMARK

From the Theorem we can see that the method of tangential parabolas can be used well as a "starting method"
under very light conditions. (A suitable value   has to generally be determined by estimation.) It is
interesting to know that if, in addition to the conditions of our Theorem the conditions   and 

  are also fulfilled, then   such that

hence the error decreases at most and at least quadratically (i.e. the order of convergence is always 2). From
this fact we can say that the method of tangential parabolas can be also used quite well as a "finishing
method".

  

 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Determine suitable intervals and values   for finding the two largest roots of the equation 

 by the method of tangential parabolas.

If we write the equation into the form   and represent the functions of left and right sides

(roughly) then we can see that   and 



Since  , thus

and

5. PROBLEMS

Solutions are:      visible     invisible

1. Determine a suitable value   concerning the following equations and intervals:

a)

 

b) ;

 

c)  .

 

6. NEWTON'S METHOD FOR SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS

Let the nonlinear system of equations

be given. In short form:

.

Starting from the initial vector  make  in such a way that the functions 

 are made "linear" by the first (n + 1) terms of their Taylor series at  This means the surfaces are replaced by their

tangential planes concerning . Hence, we can get  from the system of linear equations



if there exists unique solution of it. Using matrices we can write

Shortly

,

where  is called Jacobian matrix of the function system . If there exists unique solution (det 

) then we can express  from this equation using the inverse matrix of 

So, the formula of Newton's method (written  and  into the places of  and  respectively)

The following theorem gives a fundamental characterization of the method.

 

THEOREM

Suppose that each of the partial derivatives   is continuous in a

neighbourhood of a solution  and the matrix  is invertable. Then Newton's method is

convergent starting from sufficiently short distance. And if the partial derivates 
 are also continuous in the above-mentioned neighbourhood then the

error decreases at least quadratically, that is

where  is a positive constant.

  

 

REMARK

It is not practical to compute  by the formula

 (here we have to compute the inverse of a matrix of order  in every step), but it is practical to solve the

original system of linear equations for the unknowns and then we can get the values 

immediately. Namely, solving a system of linear equations requires less work than the computing of the
inverse matrix.



  

 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Let a circle and a paraboloid be given by the formulas

                                   

    ,       and     

                                                 

respectively. Determine the distance of the given curve and surface.

Geometrically we have to find the shortest way starting from a circle point ending at a paraboloid point:

The square of the distance

For the extremum points it is a necessary condition that

This way we have a nonlinear system of equations. Now introduce the notations , where 

 and try to solve the nonlinear system by Newton's method starting from 

. We determine the vector

from the linear system of equations

again and again. For  the solution of the linear system is



and

The next approximations are

In practice the following stop criteria are usually used:

- the iteration is stopped if , where  is a given positive number;

- the iteration is stopped if the distance of the last two approximating vectors (in some norm) is small enough.

If we use the criteria a) and , then  is the last iteration, since

, , .

7. PROBLEMS

Solutions are:      visible     invisible

1. a) Give the suitable linear system belonging to the problem

 

b) Find a root of the nonlinear system, compute two iterations starting from  .

 

2. a)  Determine the first two approximating vectors starting from  if

           .

 



Solution: 

b)

 

Solution: 
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